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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10075-10003
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: JMWAVE
ACTION: C/SAS 5 (TEMPO FOR SAS SLOTTED AT 2100-26 NOV 63)
INFO: DDP, ADDP, C/FE 6, D/OC 2, VR

SECRET 270053Z
PRIORITY DIR SITE WAVE 5233
RYBAT TYPIC AMGLEN-2 COMO FATBID

1. FOLL WILL BE SENT, BEGIN AGENT MSG "ONE FIVE NINE X REQUEST ANY PERSONAL X PERSONAL INFO COLLECTED ON LANDING CHINESE TROOPS NORTH COAST PORTS AND NORTH COAST DEFENSES ESTABLISHED LAST FIVE DAYS X MAYE NO X NO AGRESSIVE ATTEMPTS COLLECT THIS INFO XX SINCE HENRI STILL HAS INCLINATION GOSSIP URGE YOU AND JOSE TELL HIM NOTHING YOUR WORK. SORDA" END AGENT MSG.

2. FOR DIR ONLY! HENRI IS NIEZIT-1.

SECRET